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Rose Float Club takes
‘voyage of discovery’
with 1992 design plan

Student gets
award for his
heroic action
on Hwy 101

■ ‘Squeaking By,’ is the new theme for the float
co-sponsored by Cal Poly SLO and Pomona.
Ron Vrtis
Staff Writer

Wliile most students are look
ing forward to spring break, one
club on campus is already hoping
for a happy new year. The Rose
Float Club recently chose a
design for its entry in the 1992
Tournament of Roses Parade in
Pasadena.
The design, titled “Squeaking
By,” features three mice dressed
as pirates on milk carton ships
with sails made of playing cards.
The design, chosen by the
nearly 50 members o f the
Pomona and San Luis Obispo
float club committees, was sub
mitted by Cal Poly SLO club
member Peter Magolske.
Magolske, a materials en
gineering senior, has worked on
three previous floats. His entry
was selected from 94 received in
a design competition offering two
Rose Bowl tickets or $100 for the
winning idea. The theme for the
New Year’s Day 1992 parade is
“Voyages o f Discovery”.
Rosa Casillas, design commit
tee chair for the SLO club, said
the entry has been approved by
parade organizers. Committee
members from both campuses
met at the beginning of March in
Pomona to put the flnishing

touches on the float design.
C a s illa s ,
a c h e m is t r y
sophomore, said this year’s win
ner required few changes from
the initial design. Contest
entries usually undergo exten
sive changes from the original
concept, she said.
The joint committee had the
responsibility of giving a title to
the float entry. Casillas said the
group came up with 80 possible
names, but, after narrowing the
list, they still could not agree on
a name.
They threw out all the ideas
and chose “Squeaking By,” a title
offered by Dan Harrigan, a SLO
club member and materials en
gineering sophomore.
Building on the float will
begin as soon as members return
from spring break. Anyone inter
ested in joining the Rose Float
Club can attend a weekly meet
ing Thursday night at 8 in U.U.,
room 220.
And which of the prizes did
Magolske choose for his winning
entry?
He said last year he was up
for at least 36 hours prior to the
parade working on the float.
“By the time the parade is
over and the float is parked,
nobody wants to watch a football
game,” Magolske said.
He took the $100.

By A. Mortimer Naughton
Staff Writer
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Cuesta College student David Atkins, 23, received the Community
Service Award for his selfless and heroic action.
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Cal Poly student dies
in battle with epilepsy
■ A March 24 memorial service will be hei ' or
Brian Othmer, a computer science senior

By Cheryl Albertsen

HANS HESS/Mustang Daily

Staff Writer

By Leslie Morris

The San Luis Obispro Police Department
believes it has begun breaking up a burglary
ring operating out of Fresno.
Throughout the last six months, San Luis
Obispo has experienced an alarming increase in
vehicle thefts and burglaries.
During this period alone, 150 cases of vehicle
burglaries have been reported, totaling more
than $73,000 in losses.
The SLO Police Department had been run
ning out of patience in its efforts to stop the

Editorial Staff

See STOLKN, page 12

A SLOPD detective displays stolen speakers.

A memorial st»rvice will be
held for Cal Poly student Brian
Eugene Othmer on Sunday
March 24 at 4 p.m. at the Bel Air
Presbyterian Church in Encino.
He was a computer science
senior.
Brian, 22, died from asphyxia
tion in the early morning hours
of March 6 during a seizure. He
is survived by a brother, Kurt,
and his parents, Susan and
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REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Mideast teach-in
was appreciated
I wanted to thank all the
faculty involved in the March 7
teach-in on the Middle East.
As a student very much
ashamed of the action that is
taking place in the Gulf, it was
enlightening and somewhat
comforting hearing people that
had similar views. The faculty
shed light on many of the ques
tions that have been weighing
heavily on my mind since the
beginning of the war — ques
tions which the American
media has so conveniently ig
nored or has not provided satis
factory answer for including
the real reason why we were
there. Instead American media
is caught up in the propaganda
and the hyjie of our so-called
“great victory.” The media has
never dealt with the very is
sues of what the people of Iraq
will lx.' faced with after we
caused so much destruction.
T h e u n fo r t u n a t e and
perplexing part of the teach-in
was the low turn out. It is sad
to think all the people that
went to the first teach-in were
only there because it was the
immediate concern, but now
that the war has been “won”
there is no need to hnik back at
the death and destruction that
we caused.
I think it is time we started
thinking about these issues as
human bc*ings rather than
Americans.
S u san a (lu z m a n

A rch itectu re

U.S. shouldn’t
act too proud
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Quite simply, I am outraged,
offended and any other adjec
tive that can accurately define
how humiliated and utterly
disgusted I am with Wednes
day’s front page photo of JoeMustache Marine affectionate
ly stroking his masculinity
beneath the F/A18 instrument
of death and defilement.
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Are we a university built
upon the principles of higher
learning? If so, why must our
newspaper reflect the general
subjugation of the American
public to the true atrocities of
war?
It is amidst the political
power plays and military cen
sorship of the untrustworthy
mass media that I am left to
reflect on whether or not I sup
port America’s “efforts” in the
Middle East. And sure, in an
indirect way, I helped pay for
that missile that probably
killed a few people, but I am
sure not proud of it.
Please do not misinterpret
what I am saying as it is not
my intention to attack the comradery between Mr. Sturckow
and the other members of
Semper Fi or any other service
person for that matter. Rather,
I feel it extremely important to
ask ourselves what such an
image o f war teaches and
promotes.

Tony G lavis
W orld C itizen
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Explaining Mideast war
to children will be tough
By Anne McMahon
I still think that going to war against Iraq
was a mistake. There, I said it.
Call me unpatriotic, call me un-American, but
please don’t call me one of the majority in sup
port o f the war or George Bush.
America—love it or leave it, you say? Well
this American thinks it may just be time for
some “tough love,” the kind some parenting ex
perts might recommend to the parents of an in
corrigible child exhibiting belligerent or harmful
behavior. I love this country, but I don’t neces
sarily love everything it does anymore than I
love everything my kids do.
Mine seems a lonely position in a country
where yellow ribbons, American flags and the
thrill o f victory are ubiquitous. And how about
the popularity o f George Bush? Just my luck
that Fm a registered democrat at a time when
people are more interested in whether Bush will
dump Dan Quayle as a running mate in 1992
than they are in who will run against him. After
all, everyone knows the democrats have about as
little chance o f winning at the polls as we now
know Saddam had o f winning the war.
OK, OK, I admit to getting choked up as I
watched the first of the returning servicemen
and service women being united with their
families. But I am not about to run out and buy
an American flag or yards o f yellow ribbon — I
never liked the ridiculous song in the first place.
And sure, I was duly impressed with the swift
success o f allied military efforts. I marveled with
the rest o f the country at the precision and per
formance of the sophisticated weaponry we have
gone so far into debt over, ironically, in the name
o f “defense.”
And over the last two months I have
developed an honest admiration for America’s
m o d e rn -d a y h e ro e s, G en. H. Norm an
Schwarzkopf and Gen. Colin Powell. And what’s
not to like about Pentagon Spokesman Pete Wil
liams. Almost without exception, every military
or Pentagon spokesman I have seen on television
since January has been downright likable.
I will confess that there have been moments
when I was caught up in the swell of support for

the war and even almost began to believe that
the ends justified the means — that relentlessly
bombing Baghdad and who knows what else
would lead to the liberation o f Kuwait. Some
might argue that a Kuwait governed more like
Iraq would be liberation for everyone but the
Sabah family, the clan which has ruled Kuwait
for 234 years.
I am as much a defender of human rights as
you will find. I am outraged by the accounts of
torture and killing of innocent Kuwaitis at the
hands o f Iraqi soldiers. I am no less outraged by
the abuses in South Africa, China, South
America and Central America. Just pick a
country — Guatemala, El Salvador, Chile. Who
cared or did anything about the atrocities car
ried out by Ceausescu in Romania before his sins
and citizens caught up with him?
Does the nationality or leading export of
those whose blood is spilled have any influence
on the world’s reaction? You tell me. As countless
thousands of Iraqi citizens were killed or iryured
by our bombs, how did the world react? I think
people began to shift in their seats a bit when
they heard the news o f the bombing o f a bunker
filled with people, but any loss o f resolve soon
faded as the coalition came closer to bringing
Saddam Hussein to his knees.
The innocent citizens and undernourished
army of Iraq were surely on their knees. Who
knows about Saddam.
One billion dollars a day. That’s some price
tag. I am already trying to devise a way to ex
plain the cost of the war, not to mention the S&L
debacle, to my kids. How can I justify either one
and then explain the cutbacks in funding for
education which are bound to create havoc in
our already overburdened school systems?
I won’t be buying a flag or singing “God Bless
America” anytime soon, but to those of you who
are — keep it up, we can use all the help we can
get.

Anne McMahon is a journalism senior. This is
her first quarter reporting for Mustang Daily.
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Nation’s oldest parade Samoans angry over
Iraqi army, guerrillas
clash, opposition says has traditional trouble recent police shooting
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Saddam Hus
sein’s army waged fierce battles with Kur
dish guerrillas in northern Iraq, shelled
rebel holdouts in the south and killed an
tigovernment protesters in Baghdad, the op
position said today.
Iran’s official media said the boom of ar
tillery and the roar of tanks blasting rebel
positions in Basra was heard this morning in
the nearby Iranian city of Khorramshahr.
'Ibhran radio reported many people were
killed in sections of Baghdad in clashes be
tween protesters and government forces that
lasted until noon today.
The Iranian radio, monitored in Nicosia,
repeated refugee reports that Iraq was using
napalm against rebels in Basra. It said 30
people who were burned in the attacks had
been granted asylum in Iran.

Merchants cash in on
Japanese ‘White Day’
TOKYO (AP) — Retailers have long ex
ploited the Japanese penchant for gift-giving
with the cunning of pool hustlers eying an
easy mark. This week, Japanese men are out
procuring panties for “White Day.”
The ostensible reason for the holiday,
which falls on Thursday, is to give men a
chance to reciprocate for the chocolates and
other goodies they received from female co
workers, girlfriends and wives last month on
Valentine’s Day.
The real reason for the occasion, just
about everyone admits, is that it was shame
lessly invented by Japan’s candy industry
about 20 years ago to boost sales. Sweets
See WORLD, page 4

NEW YORK (AP) — Trouble, it seems, is
as much a tradition as shamrocks, green
beer and Irish-for-a-day conviviality at New
York’s St. Patrick’s Day parade.
This year’s Fifth Avenue march could see
the first boycott by a mayor in recent
memory because a gay organization was
denied a place in line.
Last week, a wrangle over six children in
wheelchairs joining Saturday’s parade ended
only when organizers relented. The children
can now hook up with another group but
can’t carry banners.
And bagpiper Maurice WTielan said he
was fired for insisting on wearing a sash call
ing for the release of an imprisoned member
of the Irish Republican Army.
Such disputes are practically tradition for
the parade, which was first held in 1762.

COMPTON, Calif. (AP) — While its
cousin Los Angeles dealt with the swirling
controversy of police brutality, the Compton
Police Department has come under fire for
the shooting deaths of two unarmed Samoan
brothers.
Hundreds of Samoan-Americans marched
outside the police station Tuesday to demand
an investigation into the Feb. 12 shootings.
The men were shot 20 times, many bullets
striking them in the back.
The protesters carried signs reading,
“WTio will protect us?” and “20 'Hmes Equals
Murder.” The 7-year-old son of one of the
slain men carried a placard reading, “My
Daddy knelt. WTiy 12 Bullets?”
Pouvi Taulaulelei, 34, was shot 12 times
and his brother, Italia Thulaulelei, 22, had
eight bullet wounds. Most of the bullets were
fired into their backs and the shots were all
fired from the weapon of one officer.

Exxon Corp. agrees to
a $1 billion settlement Deputies convicted of
skimming drug money
WASHINGTON (AP) — Exxon Corp. on
Wednesday settled government claims aris
ing from the nation’s worst oil spill by agree
ing to pay a record $100 million fine for four
environmental crimes and to spend an addi
tional $900 million to finish cleaning up
Alaska’s coast.
Exxon already has spent $2.5 billion on
the cleanup.
The civil settlement and guilty pleas to
the four misdemeanors will avert lengthy
court fights over the March 24, 1989 ground
ing of the tanker Exxon Valdez, which spilled
more than 10 million gallons of oil into Alas
ka’s Prince William Sound.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Seven narcotics
detectives convicted of skimming thousands
of dollar in drug money were sentenced Wed
nesday to prison terms ranging from two
years to five years.
U.S. District Judge Edward Rafeedie said
the “unprecedented corruption” nearly
brought drug investigations by the nation’s
second largest shenfl’ s department to a
standstill.
The former Los Angeles County sheriffs
deputies had faced fines and prison terms up
See STATE, page 12
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Looking forward
to spring break,
Japanese stew
By BUI Moughan
Special to the Daily

This time next week 111 be
in Japan. Hisakata is going to
get himself married, and I
couldn’t miss that. Ho has
promised that he is going to
do this only once, so I’m
making the journey. This is
my first trip to the island na
tion. Two weeks of running
amuck will clear my head. I
can see right past my finals to
Gate 42.
Hisa’s mom is a cooking in
structor, and I’m anticipating
lots of new finid experiences.
n i tiy to learn some new
recipes and gain some weight.
Hisa’s father is a mad ar
chitect with wild Einstein
hair and a passion for golf.
The family has momentum.
The reception should bi* good.
I ran across something
that I hadn’t tried before
while walking around W'illiam ’s Bros, Market this
week. They’re called Mung
Beans, and you can find them
in the little foreign fixid sec.Sct* FOOD, page 4
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Great, Big,
Blooming
Colours
KODALUX
Poster
Prints
Tonv Gomez and Brad Bilsten, a couple of Cal Poly students who
loveci to design and build beautiful jewelry, started the Gold Concept
a couple of decades ago.
The boys-not only made their own things to order, they quickly
developed a reputation for buying lovely pieces from around the
world and offering them at terrific prices.
When design and repair work and requests for larger stones began
to overwhelm the Gold C oncept, Bilsten and Gomez opened B.
Anthony & Go.
Two guys, two stores and 20 years later, you can still buy beautiful
things and gc't “such a deal.” Some things just don t change.
<i74 Higuera & 740 ttigiiera, Downtown San Luis Obispo

titeGOLD C o n c e pt
Now Specially Priced

only SI 7.%
12"\IS" only $14.72
1 ako advantane ol this special
savintjs on KOHAIAIX Poster
I’ rints made from your favorite
1 fS color negatives, slides
and prints.
Panoram ic Poster Prints alse)
specially priced

Special Prices Good:
March 13 - April 9

^ Kodalux
Processing Services
KOMMI \ IM1u’r»»rJK
>K

EIG>rral
Bookstore
Photo D eportm ent

At two locations during finals
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“I just got him under his
shoulders and pulled,” Atkins
said.
Authorities later discovered
that the unconscious, middleaged man was Marvin May. Only
seconds before Atkins saw him,
May had jumped from the Santa
Rosa Street overpass to end his
life.
May landed in the exit lane,
unconscious after the 30-foot
drop. He died the next day as a
result of his injuries.
The C om m unity S ervice
Award is given only in special in
stances, said Frank Strieker of
the California Highway Patrol.
“I can’t think of the last time
one was given out,” he said. “We

don’t give them just for the heck
of it,” In a telephone interview
Tuesday, Atkins said he was not
a hero but commented on the
irony of the situation.
“It’s strange, something ter
rible happens and I become a
hero.”
Atkins said he saw no reason
not to stop and help the man.
“Why not?” he said. “I never
even thought about it.”
He recounted an instance
when he was 10 years old, and
his older brother saved his life by
pulling him away from three at
tacking dogs.
Atkins said it was the en
vironment he was raised in that
made him stop. Atkins said he
always was taught to stop and
help someone in need.

FOOD
From page 3
tion one aisle over from the
produce. There is a recipe for
mung bean stew on the back. I
made it, and it’s gcMid.
To entice you to try it. I’ll list
the ingredients.

-

4 slices o f bacon
1 onion
1 large clove o f garlic
1 cp mung beans
1 can stewed tomatoes
3 Tbl.soy sauce
2 carrots
2 sticks of celery cut in slices
salt and pepper
This makes enough for four
people. Make only what you are
going to eat that day because
mung bean stew doesn’t store
well.
I put in only 2 Tbl. of soy
sauce, but it’s up to you,
Sayonara

WORLD
From page 3
remain the most common White
Day gift.
But other promoters have
since grabbed their piece of the
action.
H apless men have been
crowding department stores to
snap up designer scarves, hand
kerchiefs and the latest rage —
women’s silk panties folded deli
cately into the shape of a rose.
Japanese retailers were also
responsible for importing Valen
tine’s Day from the United
States in the late 1950s, but they
mistakenly thought gift buying
was done only by women. The
error proved a financial boon for
crafty retailers, however, who
quickly thought up a male equivalent.
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Photo courtesy of CBS Records

From left to right: Vernon Reid (guitar), Muzz Skiliings (bass), Corey Giover (vocais) and Wiiliam Calhoun (drums).

Poly comes to life in
By David Bock
Staff Writer

One day at a time, Living Colour is be
coming one of the best hard rock bands in
America.
Since their union in 1984, the band has
virtually lived on the road, at one time
playing as many as 300 concerts in 20
months surrounding the release of their
1988 Epic Records debut release, Vivid.
That experience and exposure has
served the band well. Living Colour’s
brand of courageous, powerful, street-wise
and socially conscious hard rock has
burned its way into the record charts to a
tune o f more than 2 million copies
worldwide.
But record sales are not what this band
is all about. More than anything else,
Living Colour judges its success on the
proficient delivery of its message. And
with this band, the music is the message:
diversity unifies.
Corey Glover, the band’s lend singer,
said in material released by Epic Records,
that the intense touring has helped evolve

Living Colour.
“We’ve grown musically and have a lot
more to say because we’ve traveled around
the globe and seen it from our own
perspective,” he said. “And the more you
see, the more you realize that we all have
the same agenda, which is to get through
life as best you know how. People are
people. We see the same things on TV, deal
with the same politics, live in the same
world.”
That perspective manifests itself both
in the philosophy of Living Colour and on
their new album, Time’s Up, says Vernon
Reid, the band’s founder and guitar player.
“We’re in a funny time in the world,”
Reid explains. “No one’s sure where we’re
headed, where America’s headed. This
record is about living in a changing world,
but we’re not preaching from mountaintop.
What we do is present a situation and let
you connect the dots. The songs are like
letters to yourself — not so much about
what to do, but how you feel. If that
reaches people, then it becomes their song
as well.”
Glover, like the rest of the band, seems

to be tired of all the hoopla about their
color.
“We don’t take our masks off on this
album so you’ll find out we’re really four
white guys from Connecticut on the yacht
ing team or that we’re now playing funk,”
Glover says. “We are who we are. We’re
black. We play rock ’n’roll. Now maybe
everybody will give that a rest.”
Through an uncompromising approach
to their art. Living Colour has blistered
the smooth skin of rock music’s confining
modern stereotypes by offering a unique
sound tinted with hints of jazz, fusion and
funk.
Getting all those influences together
and pressing them into workable music
takes a lot of skill, however. And this band
does it with ease, if not absolute mastery.
All the p layers are w on derful
musicians, easily embarrassing the hordes
of tired rock bands that plague the air
waves today.
Tliis reviewer was thoroughly amazed
by Living Colour during their show at One
Step Beyond in San Jose about a year and
a half ago.

As anyone who’s seen them live can at
test, these guys put on an intense display
of musical pyrotechnics right from the
opening gun.
Reid, backed by the thundering
rhythms of drummer William Calhoun and
bassist Muzz Skillings, drives Living
Colour through a tight and furious sh(/W.
And Glover, (K'casionally quite the mad
man onstage (complete with headfirst
dives into the audience), is the perfect per
formance vocalist for this type of act.
Above all. Living Colour delivers —
there’s no hype where this band is from.
Rock no longer Uxiks the same, sounds the
same or is exclusively concerned with the
same people, places and ideas. From n< ^
on, rock is no longer a matter of bhuk n
white.
From now on, rock is in Living Culcm
Livinf’ Colour will play in
('
nasium Friday at 8 p.ni. Tickctf^ u'able at the U.U. Ticket Office, />—
Records and Hip Music. As o f Uc. ■
about 2,200 o f the 3,200 tickets >e,.'
.
sold.
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Third try Is a charm for ‘Dumbwaiter’ play
By Joe J a r i t a
Wtilef

The first time I liked it. The
second time I was disappointed.
And the third time I liked it
again.
I’ve seen “The Dumbwaiter”
three times now — in barely over
a week.
Presented at Cal P oly’s
Powerhouse Gallery, the 40minute, one-act play was per
form ed three n igh ts last
weekend by an independent, oHthe-mainstream theaU*r group.
After sitting in on a rehearsal,
1 was looking forward U) an en
thusiastic performance of the
Harold Pinter play Friday night.
What I saw that evening
jirompU^d me to return for Satur
day’s showing. 1 didn’t feel like
writing a review after P'nday’s
fierformance. To say they were
off would lie an undersUitement.
So 1 came back Saturday
night. That time I got the perfor
mance 1 was expecting.
T h is
v e r s io n
o f “ T he
Dumbwaiter” staired and was
produced by English senior Ben
Gardella and journalism senior
Matthew Calegari in connection
with their newly-fonned SCUD
(Self-Contained, Underexposed
Drama) Production.
The plot focuses on two hit
men. Hen and (lus, waiting in an
abandoned basement for their
la'est assignment.

Calegari played Ben, the fedup, often-annoyed leader of the
pair. G ardella played his
sidekick, Gus, a funny, talkative,
little-brother character who is
continuously asking his partner
questions.
During their wait, the two dis
cover a dumbwaiter, a pullyoperated, fcxid-service elevator,
in the back wall of the basement
which, at designated times,
drops notes ordering finid.
Puzzled by the requests, the
men explain the presence of the
dumbwaiter by musing that the
building must once have been a
cafe. They can’t, however, ex
plain why someone is ordering
food now.
To satisfy the disturbing
demands, the two send up what
little food they have; one
Twinkle, a bar of chocolate, a bag
of chips, a bag of tea and a carton
of milk.
As the action progresses, Ben
talks to the people upstairs
through a speaking tube while
Gus is out of the room, apparent
ly getting his instructions for the
upcoming job.
The play concludes with a
surprise ending in which Gus
returns to the room to find him
self at the wrong end of Ben’s
gun and the subject of the hit.
The play itself is intriguing
arid suspenseful, maintaining a
d istu rb in g and mystferious
quality throughout the action

which prepares for, but never
gives away, the ending.
Coming from the genre of the
Theater of the Absurd, “The
Dumbwaiter” is similar to works
by Samuel Beckett and Eugene
Ionesco and reminded me espe
cially of Beckett’s “Waiting for
Godot.”
This particular performance
of “The Durr* bwaiter,” from an
acting perspective, was both good
and bad, depiending on the night.
The problems Friday that led
me to see the play again
stemmed primarily from poor
concentration, which resulted in
the actors dropping three vital
segments. This reduced the
play’s running time to just over
half an hour.
Both Gardella and Calegari
were noticeably upset by their
performance, which was some
thing of a letdown after their en
thusiasm in rehearsal.
“ It’s just not fun giving birth
to every line,” Calegari said.
Gardella said he was having
trouble relaxing and focusing his
mind entirely on the play. Be
cause Saturday would be the
final performance, he was hoping
he could loosen up and just have
fun with it.
Fortunately, for Gardella and
Calegari — not to mention the
audience — that’s exactly what
happened,
Saturday night’s performance
not only featured the play in its
« ••

IS THIS HOW
YOUR MECHAHIC
SIGNS HIS WORK

••••

entirety, but also steady acting
and a strong chemistry between
the two actors who are friends
and former roommates.
'Bilking afterwards, both were
significantly more pleased with
their efforts and were preparing
for a spur-of-the-moment second
performance to accommodate
people who had not made it into
the sold-out first show.
In t h a t r e g a r d , “ T he
Dumbwaiter” was an unqualified
success. Both Friday and Satur
day nights’ performances filled to
standing room only with about
70 to 80 people attending each
show.
With such a large crowd in a
relatively small room, however,
audience visibility diminished.
Because the Powerhouse Gallery
is not a theater, the floor-level
stage made it difficult for people
past the third or fourth row to
see the action.
Although Gardella had con
sidered running the play beyond
one weekend, he decided against
it because of academic demands.
Despite the difficulties, this
production of “'The Dumbwaiter”
deserves congratulations for a
strong effort by all those in
volved in putting on a play inde
pendent of the mainstream cam
pus organizations.
And after seeing it three
times, I was glad to see it come
together at a level both actors
can be proud of.
•••••••••••
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Bass/Ticketmaster
— Bay Area, (415)762-2277
— Ixjs Angeles, (213)480-3232
— Santa Maria, (805) 583-8700

ventura area
□ Devo, 3/21, Ventura Theatre
□ Tow er o f Power, 3/22, Ventura
Theatre
□ A rlo Guthrie, 3/23, Ventura
Theatre
□ Happy Mondays, 3/26, Ventura
Theatre
□ Wild Child, 3/29, Ventura Theatre

bay area
□ Living Colour, 3/14, San Jose
Event Center
□ B.B. King, 3/15,16, Circle Star
□ Cocteau TSvins, 3/19,20, Warfield
□ S.F. Allstar Jazz Festival
1950-91,3/20-23, Kimball’s San JiVan
cisco
□ Daryl Hall, John Oates, 3/22,
Paramount Theatre (Oakland)
□ The Robert Cray Band, 3/22,23,
Warfield
□ Pet Shop Boys, 3/27,28, Warfield
□ Happy Mondays, 3/30, Warfield
□ INXS, 4/2, Oakland Coliseum
□ Lou l^w ls, 4/3-7, Kimball’s East
□ Eric Johnson, 4/4, Warfield
□ Nelson, 4/6, Berkeley Commiuiity
Theatre
□ Neil Young & Crazy Horse, 4/6,
Cow Palace
□ Sisters o f Mercy, 4/16, Warfield
□ Edie Brickell and New
Bohemians, 4/18, Zellerbach
Auditorium, UC Berkeley
□ Patti LaBelle, 4/19 j29, Circle Star

los augeles area
□ Redd Kross, 3/14,15, Henry Fonda
Theatre
□ B.B. King, 3/17, Celebrity Theatre
□ Iron Maiden, 3/17, Irvine
Meadows
□ Robin Holcomb, 3/18, The Roxy
□ Cocteau Twins, 3/18, UC Irvine
□ Living Colour, 3/22, Universal
Amphitheater
□ Daryl Hall, John Oates, 3/25, Wü
tern Theatre
□ Happy Mondays, 3/28, Hollywood
Palladium
□ Todd Rundgren, 3/28, Wiltcm
Theatre
□ Ronnie Milsap, 3/28, The Roxy
□ Dog's D’Amour, 3/29, The Roxy
□ Pet Shop Boys, 3/29,30 Universal
Amphitlieater
□ Danielle Daz. 4/2, 'The Roxy
□ Neil Young with Sonic Youth,
4/2,3, LA. Sports Arena
□ Concrete Blonde, 4/6, UC Irvine
□ The Sinters of Mercy, 4/12,
Universal Amphitheater
□ Kenny Rogers, 4/14, Universal
Amphitheater
□ Edie Brickell & The New
Bohemians, 4/20, Wiltem Theatre
□ Freddie Jackson, 4/27, Universal
Amphitheater
□ Michael W. Smith, 5/3, Universal
Amphitheater

Shoulder Length Hair

pizza by the slice • whole pizza deliveréd frpé on campus
I
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Ticketron
— San Luis Obispo, Gottchalk’s,
Central Coast Plaza (walk-in service)
— Bay Aioa, (415) 392 7469
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Jason's
1228 Broad St.
San Luis Obispo,CA 93401
(805) 544-0755
Appt. & Student ID required
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Troupe puts a new twist on dance, theater
■ The Joe Goode Performance Group presents
The Disaster Series’ followed by a talk-back
session tonight at 7 in the Cal Poly Theatre.
By Sabrina L. Garcia
Staff Writer

A man, who was named the
Bay A rea’s ultim ate p ost
moderate choreographer, will
bring his dance company to the
Cal Poly Theatre stiige tonight.
ITie Joe Goode Performance
Group will present “The Disaster
Series,” a combination of stories
about personal situations and
emotional turmoil, and how
people deal with their everyday
problems.
“I combined dance, music and
theater to create a story,” Goode
said Monday. “It’s about how
personal disasters are in scope to
every individual and how they
can be just as earth-shattering
and heartbreaking as a natural
disaster like a hurricane.”
During the show, Goode’s
company will use natural dis
asters to express similar feelings
and reactions that people may
experience during personal dis
asters.
San F ra n cisco E xam iner
dance critic Allan Ulrich said
“The Disaster Series, the latest
performance art gem by the Joe
Goode Performance Group, is
antic, incisive, focused, coherent,
enlightening and, for all the
despair that boils through its
cracks and crevices, sublimely
cool to the touch.”
Peter Wilt, program director
for Cal Poly Arts, said the perfor
mance will be followed by a
“talk-back,” a time when the
company will interact with the
audience to answer any ques
tions and to listen to comments.
“The group did a talk-back
with the UCSB audience in Oc
tober,” Wilt said. “It was appaiently very successful with the
students, so we are looking for
ward to trying it here.”
Goode said he enjoys the
talk-backs because everyone has
a different interpretation of what
they see and the comments are
interesting.
“We try a lot of different

things,” Goode said. “This is a
good time to clarify. I see it as an
opportunity to educate on dance
and humanity. I really enjoy this
time and I think the audience
appreciates it.”
Goode began making what he
calls “human” dances in 1980.
Before that, he lived in New York
City and worked as an actor,
director and choreographer, in
cluding choreographing two
original off-broadway plays.
His work in New York
centered around the experimen
tal theater movement, but he
began to study dance with wellknown choreographers Merce
Cunningham and Viola Färber
because he was drawn to “the
tangible physicality of modern
dance.” For several years, Goode
said he divided his focus between
the “distilled form alism ” o f
modern dance and the “radical
emotionalism” o f experimental
theater.
In 1979, inspired by frustra
tion, Goode found himself in San
Francisco searching for a syn
thesized art form that would
allow him to combine his inter
ests in writing, choreographing
and acting.
There he worked in the com
pany of choreographer Margaret
Jenkins and simultaneously em
barked on his first efforts in a
performance/dance idiom.
“It was a long time before I
could create something that I felt
really worked,” Goode said.
“I want people to see the
group perform and just relax and
enjoy themselves rather than
think, ‘this is art, so I have to be
serious.’ ”
The Joe Goode Performance
Group was officially formed in
1986.

Joe Goode

Fast Contacts for SLO People
O ffering same day replacement on most soft and
gas permeable c o n ta a lenses

■■■'% Optometrie Services of San Luis Obispo

The group will perform one
show tonight at 8 at the Cal Poly
Theatre. The cost is $12 for
adults and $10 for students. At
7:45 p.m. there will be a “rush”
where students will he able to
purchase leftover tickets for $7.

David A. Schultz, O.D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear

7 7 8 Ma r s h S t r c e t , SLQ

SUR/IMER JOBS AVAILABLE

5 4 3 -5 2 00

In C ase of

The Morning Star Company has haoled tomatoes tfom larm er s tields to c.innofios tor the past 20 years
We re quire approximately 00 drivers starling July 1st through the later part oi Of.tober, m Los Banos
OUR DRIVERS EARN FROM $900 to $1,100 PER WEEK depending on 11 driver perform ance and 2) seasonal
volume Most ot out drivers are college students We provide guidance to obtain a Class A drivers
f
license and pre season framing The work is extremely demanding, requiring significant time and
mental comm intm ent SPRING GRADUATES AND THOSE W ILLING TO PELP FALL S E M E S T E R
ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY WE PROVIDE FREE HOUSING FOR ALL DRIVERS

eSa
Tear out and run
to the n earest
nSO S STREET SUBC;

MUST BE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OLD
Pleas»call (916) 666-66(X) for an application and leave your name, address and phone number or write
Morning Star Company. 712 Mam Street Woodland. CA. 95695 for an application

COME WITH US TO BEAUTIFUL

JAMAICA

AUGUST 3-10, 1991
$799.00 p e r p e rso n /d b le
INCLUDES:
•Round trip air from Los Angeles to Montego Bay on AMERICAN AIRLINES
•Six nights at the Gloucestershire House
•One local tour (TBA)
•Roundtiip transfers, gratuities and hotel taxes
•Tour leader-Locksley Geoghagen
iOuììivcr s TVawl
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT TERI AT
GULLIVER’S TRAVEL 755 SANTA ROSA ST. S L O.

546-8612
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CALENDAR
DK’s West Indies Bar will be
closed until April 1 due to a
violation of the A lcoh olic
Beverage Control Act.

thursdat/, march 14
O J o e G ood e will combine art,
theater and dance when he per
forms in the Cal Poly Theatre at
8 p.m. Goode and his company of
six dancers will present “The
Disaster Series.” Tickets for the
show range from $10 to $14 and
can be purchased by calling the
Cal Poly Theatre Ticket Office at
756-1421. See story, page 7.
O The B etter B lues B ureau
will play the best blues at the
Earthling Bookshop from 8 to 10
p.m.
O No R em orse will play at
Crest Pizza around 9 p.m. for a
$2 cover charge.
O The Guy Budd Band will
play at SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30
p.m. for a $2 cover charge.

friday, march 15
ft RtK'k ’n’ roll band L iving
C olou r will perform at 8 p.m. in
the Cal Poly Mott Gymnasium.
King’s X will open for Living
Colour. Tickets for $16 and $14
f.>r students are available at Boo
BtK) Records and Big Music
stores in SLO. They are also
available at the Ticket Oflice in
the Cal Poly U.U. Rt^maining
tickets at the door will cost $18
and $16 for students. Ticketholders must wear sneakers to
the concert. See story, page 5.

ft D on C asey will play modern
folk music at Linnaea’s at 8 p.m.

O’M obile H om bres will be stir
ring things up at 9:30 p.m. for a
$2 cover charge.

ft Tangent will play rock ’n’ roll
at Sebastian’s at 10 p.m. for a $2
cover charge.
ft S ection 8 will play at Crest
Pizza around 9 p.m. for a $2
cover charge.
ft A vocado Sundae will play at
SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for
a $3 cover charge.

Sunday, march

ft T he M oody D ruids will
reunite at SLO Brewing Co. for
the St. Patty Day Party from 5 to
8 p.m. The show is free.
ft L inn aea’ s will host an eve
ning of poetry and is inviting
anyone to read their works.

ft E rin N oble and M ark W elch
will play original environmental
music at the Earthling Bookshop
from 8 to 10 p.m.

Saturday, march

16

ft The band Intrinsic will speed
metal at Sebastian’s at 10 p.m.
for a $2 cover charge. Intrinsic
was the No. 11 band in England
in 1987.
ft HDV will play at Crest Pizza
around 9 p.m. for a $2 cover
charge.
ft C oun try sin ger Shelly West
will sing at the San Luis Obispo
Elks Lodge at 8 p.m. She is
known for her hit songs “Jose
Cuervo” and “You’re The Reason
God Made Oklahoma.” Tickets
for $10 are available at B(x) Boo
Records, The Wherehouse, Wiz 1
Hour Photo, Radio Shack and
Elk’s Lodge.
ft B ill Mize and Ed G earheart
will play the guitar at Linnaea’s
at 7 p.m. for $7.
ft It’s St. Patty D ay’s Eve
Party at SLO Brewing Co. and

17'

tuesday, march 19
ft AU poets are invited to read
their original work at The Eart
hling Bookshop at 7:30 p.m.
There is a 7-minute limit but
content, style and panache is
open.

Wednesday, march 20
ft T heresa Turner will host
Adult Story Hour at Earthling
Bookshop at 7:30 p.m.

ongoing
ft “The R a g p ick er,” Tlie Great
American Melodrama’s newest
production, will run from March
14 through April 28. The play is
about a poor homeless ragpicker
who adopts a beautiful orphan
girl. But the evil Baron is
threatening to destroy their
happy family. Following the play
is the well-loved “European
Vaudeville Revue.” For tickets
and information, call 489-2499.
Discounts are available for
seniors, children and groups.

ft The 3rd A nnual O il A cry lic
and Pastel J u d ged Show will
open March 23 and will run
through April 21 at the San Luis
Obispo Art Center. An opening
reception will be hosted March
23 from 6 to 8 p.m. Gallery hours
are 12 noon to 5 p.m., Tuesday
through Sunday. Elaine Badgley
Arnoux will do the judging.
ft The comedy classic “L ife W ith
Father” runs through March 23
at the San Luis Obispo Little
Theatre’s Hilltop Theatre. The
story deals with a well-to-do
family at the turn of the century.
The conflict arises when Mother
wants Father to be baptized so
that he can be with her and their
four sons in Heaven when the
time comes. But Father will have
none o f it. The play runs
weekends at 8 p.m. and a special
matinee has been added on
March 23 at 2 p.m. Tickets for $8
or $7 for students and senior
citizens are available at the SLO
Chamber of Commerce or by call
ing 543-3737.

ahead ...
ft The Pacific Repertory Opera
will present a full-length presen
tation of Mozart’s opera, “T he
Abduction
from
the
S eraglio,” at 8 p.m. on March 22
and 2 p.m. on March 24. A full
orchestra made up of County
Symphony players will be con
ducted by James Sullivan and
the opera will be staged by New
York director Patricia Heuermann. Tickets range from $10 to
$25 and are available at the Cal
P oly T h e a tr e B ox O ffic e

(756-1421), at the SLO Chamber
of Commerce or by calling PRO
at 541-5369.
ft A Fine A rt G roup S h ow will
be presented by Patti Kohlen and
Alpha Studios at the Central
Coast Plaza. The show will fea
ture paintings, sculpture and
photography by local, out of state
and international artists. The
show will run from March 23
through March 30. The show will
be located in space #13.
ft F orecast will play at SLO
Brewing Co. on March 21 at 9:30
p.m.
ft R hythm A kim bo will play at
SLO Brewing Co. on March 22 at
9:30 p.m.
ft T his G reat R elig ion will
play at SLO Brewing Co. on
March 23 at 9:30 p.m.
ft Irish H appy H ou r at SLO
Brewing Co. will feature the Los
Osos Philharmonic from 5:30 to 7
p.m. No cover charge.
ft Tem pest will play at SLO
Brewing Co. on March 28 at 9:30
p.m.
ft The band L eath erw olf, with
guests In trin sic and O edipus
Rex, will play at the Santa Bar
bara County Fairgrounds in
Santa Maria on March 28. Tick
ets for $12.50 are available at
Big Music and Boo Boo Records.
Tickets at the door are $15.
ft S piced Ice will play at SLO
Brewing Co. on March 30 at 9:30
p.m.

A DIRTY CAR IS A DIRTY SHAME

Biblical Prophecy
and the

FAST EDDIE’S
SELF SERVICE

CAR WASH
M ARSH AT CARM EL
SLO

WE RECYCLE OUR WATE

Middle East
”A Biblical Perspective on Current World Events"
Thursday March 14, Chumash Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

"A Biblical Perspective on the Persian Gulf Conflict"
Friday March 15, Sandwich Plant Dining Room, 7:30 p.m.
Both lectures will be held at Cal Poly campus, 7:30 p.m.

Speaker: George Geftakys
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Richard Gillern, an architecture senior, prepares his “Tree Museum” project for John Lange’s
third-year design class. Models will be shown today at 1 p.m. on Dexter Lawn, weather permitting.
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Show Your Support — Come To The Party!

Sale starts at SLO Farmer’s Market
Thursday, March 14
Special Hours: Thurs. 6-10, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5, Sun. 11-4
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The War Is O v e r ... The Need Is NOT!
Remy Leather will be featured at this one time only sole
of fine leather jockets at a price you can't afford to miss!
Hundreds of fine leather Jackets that normally sell for
$375-$750 - will be sold at $195 or less!
We're making a contribution to help the families of our locol service m e m b er
until they com e home. Proceeds go to the Yellow Rose Fund.
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From page 1
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in second grade and was even
tually kicked out of public school
because of behavioral difficulties,
said his father Siegfried Othmer.
At age 7, Brian was diagnosed
with temporal lobe epilepsy,
probably resulting from birth
trauma, his father said. This
kind of epilepsy affected his
moods and behavior.
“He had that kind o f epilepsy
that affected him even when he
was not in seizure,” Othmer said.
Under anticonvulsant medica
tion, Brian was able to control
his angry and violent behavior
that his parents thought was not
truly characteristic of him but
that resulted from his type of
epilepsy.
“The medication stopped the
violence but not the thoughts,”
Othmer said.
Brian paid a high price for the
control that medication gave
him, as the drugs hampered his
school performance and relation
al development.
“His medication dulled his
senses,” his father said. “It’s like
he lost a number of years of his
life.”
So Brian began looking for al
ternative methods to control his
moods and behavior.
In 1985, as a high school
junior, Brian got involved in
EEG Biofeedback, a method of
computer-based training that at
tempts to give control to a brain
which does not have natural con-

Expires 3-21

Buy an 8", 1 1temPizza at
Regular Price and Get a
Cheese
Pizza

CREST PIZZA
179 N. Santa Rosa • 541-2205

THURSDAY
MAR 14

No Remorse
Appearing!

179 N. Santa Rosa
541-2205

trol over moods and behavior.
“The results were simply
remarkable,” Othmer said. Brian
was able to eliminate one of his
two anticonvulsant medications
entirely and reduce the other.
Brian’s thought patterns and be
h a v io r im p ro v e d and his
academic performance soared.
The changes were so profound
that Brian’s parents changed
careers to pursue the study of
biofeedback, and Brian became
an integral part of the study.
“We know there are other
Brians out there,” his father
said. “If he hadn’t grown up in a
loving, supportive family, he
might have killed someone.”
W ith biofeed b ack , Brian
began taking control and seeking
out friends.
He w en t to C a lifo r n ia
Lutheran University as a college
freshman and transferred to Cal
Poly in 1988 because he was
looking for a more challenging
curriculum, his father said.
Brian attended Poly for al
most three years and made sig
nificant leaps of progress in the
last year. He got involved in a
variety o f social groups, such as
a math honor society, an InterVarsity Bible Study and a jujitsu
martial arts club.
Juliet Mohler, a math junior,
was in Brian’s Bible study and
also in his dorm in 1988-89 when
she was a freshman. Over time
she noticed that Brian’s social
skills were impro\ing.

“There was definitely progress
since his freshman year,” she
said. “He had a much greater
desire to be with people in group
settings.
Cal Poly graduate student
Nick Braito also knew Brian
from the Bible study group. “All
my memories of him stand out,”
Braito said. “He was very vivid
and there was a lot of intensity
to him.”
“He loved nature and taking
walks,” Braito said.
Brian’s roommates, Doug Cottone, James Jensen and Jay
Thutges, echoed this enthusiasm
Brian had for the outdoors.
“Brian loved mountain climb
ing,” said Cottone, an English
junior. “He used to rUii up to
Bishop’s Peak a lot and if I knew
Brian, it was running up and
back.”
Brian’s roommates said Brian
was very intelligent and that he
openly admitted loving to study.
“He always gave 110 percent
to everything he did,” Cottone
said. “He always went that extra
mile.”
He was performing exception
ally well in school, said his
father, but his academic success
was not recorded in his journal.
Instead, Brian wrote about
his efforts to gain control of him
self and to make friends, his two
biggest challenges.
“So much of what is automatic
Sec OTH.MER, page 11

Diplomate American Board of Podiatrie Orthopedics
Fellow American College of Foot Orthopedists

"Put your
feet in our
hands”

GIFT

Arroyo G rand e

Son Luis Obispo

Templeton

310 S Halcyon # 104
1941 Johnson Avernje Ste 107 1101 Las labias. Sfe J
Arroyo Grande, C A 934J0
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Templeton CA 93465
(805)473 2775
(805)543 3026
(805) 434-1349

stuffed miuiials

•

childrcfis hooks •art supplies

puzzles •puppets • novelty tiiis
eeraniic hiifniies • candies
toys • neeillepoint pillows

WHEN YOU HAVE SLIDESTHINK OF US!
We have a full line of photographic slide
services available, with rapid turnaround times
and fair prices. Come see us at-

F.aster ornanients • candles
e^c^eups • terra cotta planters

EIGDiral
Bœkstore

and niueli niueli inore!
Quantities arc limited
Shop early for best selection!

Laguna Village Shopping Center
Los Osos Valley Rd. at Madonna Rd.

543-6491

Back by Popular Demand...

Factory Outlet
iSale
I
Apparel Designer ¿one

Limited
Tweeds
Smythe & Co.
Express
Bill Blass
Members Only
Line Up
B.U.M. Equipment
and much more!

3 Days Only
10am-7pm
Mon. March 18th thru
Wed. March 20th

Apparel Designer Zone

San Luis Veteran's Hall
801 Grand Ave.
* Free Admission •
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From page 10
for other people was deliberate
fo^ him,” his father said. “Even if
he relaxed, it would have to be a
deliberate act.”
Cottone said Brian sometimes
offended people but was unaware
about it. “He was over-analytical
of his actions and really didn’t
want to offend people.”
Brian had a hard time trying
to read people through their ac
tions and body language. His
father said this ordeal was like
trying to explain what colors are
like to a person without color
vision.
“He was an easy target and
was often teased because he was
different,” Cottone said. “He
lacked the social skills, and it
was painfully obvious at times.”
Mohler said Brian was often

misunderstood. “People didn’t
take the time to talk to him.”
Othmer said Brian’s real chal
lenge was his brain and finding
out who he was in the context of
his friends.
“ It was almost intoxicating for
him to be with friends,” his
father said, a feeling Brian had
not experienced until recently.
Brian’s absence is taking its
toll on his roommates.
“I had no idea epilepsy could
lead to this,” said Jensen, a
mechanical engineering senior.
“He had them (seizures) so fre
quently it seemed like it was
more or less under control.”
Cottone said “You just take it
one day at a time. We’re still in a
state of disbelief. You find your
self going through your daily

events, and then it just hits you.
Then you have to take a few
minutes and work through it.”
Along with with his efforts to
make personal changes, Brian
began writing software for
biofeedback training, and he
began counseling other p>eople
who were undergoing EEG
Biofeedback training.
“He was practically bursting
at the seams with success,” Oth
mer said.
Othmer said his son left a
remarkable journal and wrote
with tremendous candor. “It’s
truly a precious thing that he’s
left us.”
Brian was deliberately reduc
ing the dosage of his medication
and was instead trying to reduce
tension with exercise, diet, yoga

and breathing exercises.
“Had he taken sufficient
medication to reduce the seizure
risk to zero,” his father said, “he
would not have been as function
al academically or as capable of
emotion or as aware of what was
going on in his brain.”
H o w e v e r, r e d u c in g the
amount of medication left Brian
vulnerable to seizures.
Brian told his father that he
had to risk the seizures to find
out about himself, and he was
making as rational a decision as
he could.
“There was nothing particularly unusual about the
seizure (that took his life). It was
a fluky thing,” his father said.
“But perhaps he underestimated
the hazards.”

The burden of Brian’? life was
to achieve a mastery of his mind,
and the tragedy of his ueath,
said his father, is that he was
just becoming successful.
“His choice (to reduce his
medication) was like that of the
mountain climber who refuses to
pass up the exhilaration of the
climb for a greater life expectan
cy. The same determination that
brought him the success he had
at Cal Poly may also have
brought him to grief. He chose to
live life, not simply to survive it.
“Much as we would want to
undo what has happened, we —
his parents — cannot quarrel
with his choices. Difficult as
much of life with Brian was, it
was a privilege ultimately to
have shared it with him.”
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WANTED:STUDENTS TO TUTOR 6-8TH
GRADERS.COME TO INFO MEETING
3/14,11AM,FISHER SCIENCE,ROOM
292 OR CALL 7S6-2792(JEAN).

ALL SORORITIES
Sign up now for the 1st annual
Poly Inter Sorority Sand
Court Vollyball Tournament.
Over $1000 in trophies and
prizes will be given away. See
your house president for details.

AON B-BALL

A ROYALE LIMOUSINE SERVICE Lincoln
and Cadillac Stretch Rida In Style
Wine Tours Nights On The Town
$25 TO $35/HR 3HR MIN 540-0734

DELTA UPS ILON
Kappa Sigma

Former Campus Electrician of
ISyrs. Will Do Your D rot. Elect.
Work At A Fraction Of The
Cost Of Plant Operations, And
Do It Now. Why Gat Ripped Off?
Call Dave At 541 -6409 For A
Fair Deal. You Deserve Itl

4-0 oood luck in the playoffsAO i TBasketball is awesomel

Get fired up for Spring Break
at Lake Mo)ave w/ DSP and AEPi
Epsikm Class arxf Brothers
Study Hard for Finals and get
Ready for a Wild ome in
Havasu.

A-1 P.E.P. W/P

STRAIGHT W/P OR SPECIAL EDITING,
EXCLUSIVELY FOR Cal Poly STUDENTS,
FREE P/U AND DELVY. OCCIDENTAL
COLLEGE ENGUSH GRAD. 541-1737

1 87 3 -1 9 91

Profaaaional Word Procesaing
Free Quotas Free Pick-Up and
Delivery Call 800-549-TYPE

PRO-TYPE

I'tA HOT

Q om

TO

SCHOOL
TOOM .

'(OO'Rt

For Sale

GREAT ROOM TO SHARE
HUGE. AVAILABLE NOW.
$240 TO SHARE IN NEW, CLEAN,
SPACIOUS CONDO WITH GREAT
ROOMMATES CALL 549 8929

Personal Computer For Sals
Zenith Data Systems (Z140) 4
A Toshiba P351 3inl pnnter
with Lotus 123 4 Microsoft
Word Programs Good Condition.
$850 OBO Please Contact Enn
@ AMK Foodservices 544-7600

Help,I'm going on Coop-& need
fm 4 SP/SU to take over room
in large house next to Poly.
Furnished-$305 call 543 4238

Aulomoblles
'88 je tta GL, white, excellent
condition, AC. stereo, sunroof
100,000 mile transferable
warranty $7,500 466-2369
Cars for sale, we finance
ourselves No credit needed,
must be 18, have good down and
a job. f^ n y good.small cars/PUs
at affordable prices.
CHAMP MASSEY CAR CO.,3249 Broad.
SLO 544-4556
IS IT TRUE...JEEPS FOR $44
THROUGH THE U S GOVT ?
CALL FOR FACTS!
504-649-5745 EXT S-3998

1 fern, roommate needed own rm
house $166/mo * utilities
Call evesyweekends:544-9537

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 - $59,230
Call (1)805-687-6000 Ext R-10081
for current Federal list.

F to share rm for Spr qtr avail
now. Walk*» Poly-$220/mo. or B/O
‘ Leave message 542-0238

GOVERNMENT JOBS $l6.040-59.230/yr.
Call (1)805-687-6000 Ext R 10081
for current federal list.

FEM OWN ROOM ♦ BATH NEW CONIX),
FIREPLACE/BALCONY/POOIVOUIET.
NON SMOKER$375/MO HELP '544-1294

INTERESTED IN LAW?
Local Paralegal Magazine has
ad sales openings. 15 hrs per
week. Contact Val at 528-7111

Female needed to share room
VERY CLOSE TO POLY
Nice apartment w/fun roommates
$180 ♦ PG4E 549-9110 or 543-8726

Staff wanted; Roughing It Day
Camp in Sf Bay Area (^in d a )
hiring for summer 1991
Positions; Counselors. Swim 4
riding instaictors, envir. ed.,
sports, waterfront, Trans dir.
exper, refs. CALL 415-283-3795.

Female Roommate Needed to
Share room close to Poly
WSHR/DRYR H 20 Paid $210./Mo
No Smoking or Pets. 545-8048.

5.2iT Drive for II4GS $100 obo
PC Transporte 4GSkit $200 obo
Call 545-7705 leave bid * phone#
ART (limited editions) Mukai,
'Blue Violef/Bene ven to.
*Love on a Pedestal'/
Preciado, *Mardi Gras*/
Leal, *Masquerade* 543-5795
AWESOME DEALI
VINTAGE. AUSTRALIAN LONG
BOARD. GREAT CONDITION.
CALL JENA 549-8106

NÖPE.' I'W SVM IHG
HOWL fkNO VIMCHIHG
TEL£V\S\OH
AU- D M .'

Roommates

EPSON MX-80 Printer $50
Call Dan 544-4302
FOR SALE: IMAGEWRITER 11 W'CASE
$250 OBO HP41C W/PAKS $125 4
HP41CX W/BOOKS $125 WES541-3437

SUMMER CONFERENCE DESK STAFF;
10 POSITIONS- -4ARDWORKING
ENTHUSIASTIC PEOPLE CASHIER
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED. FLEXIBLE
HRS STARTS AT $5 25/HRvAPPS.
AT HOUSING 4 CONFERENCE
SERVICES ON CAMPUS. X1586

Applell&GSParts

PHI SIGMA
KAPPA

118 Years of
Excellence .

vW

Envelope Stuffers Needed In
Your Area For Info Send SASE
to J.E.K. Enterprises PO Box
73601 Davis, CA 95616

ON THEIR RECENT ENGAGEMENT!!

*

A

^ASY WORK 'EXCELLE NTI^AYT
Assemble Products At Home .Call for
Information 504-641-8003 ext 3998

IS COMING...
APRIL 10-12

AND

V

Employment

ART EXPLORIUM

MARIA MONIER
KEN STOCKMAN

^

DAY CAMP serving Conep 4 San
Fernando Valleys seeks energe
tic, fnendiy people for summer
staff. General counselors
4 special instructors for gym,
nature, horseback riding, arts
4 crafts, swimming and more.
Great Placet 818-706-8255

, Pfrf onais
c o n g r a t u l a t io n s t o

A s a

TYPING-WORD PROC. FREE P/U 4
DEL. MOST JOBS EXP W/MSTRS
THES., SR. PROJ BERNIE, 473-3250

CONGRATULATIONS ON TAKING

* ;v.s

A.

RESUMES, SEN PROJ . ETC MACW/
LASER PRINTER LAURA- 549-8966

AND

Don't miss your chancelLast
mandatory info, session- Mar 19at 7:00 pm in Chumash #204

Word Processing

s

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP - CALL KAREN 544-2692

BILLIARDS TEAM

DO U WANT to '
BE A POLY REP?

.• .»

CALL PATTY 544-1783
WORD PERFECT - LASER PRINTER

PHI DELTA
THETA
MATT DAVIES
MARK RAYNER
DAN
SCHIAPPACASSE
JAN HEINEMAN
PETER IVERSON
FIRST PLACE
UNDEFEATED

Gold«n K aynaw Otticara:
Praa.-JIm Walbar
Exae.VP- Shan DarcozI
VP Rnanca- Sandor Czana
VP Commun.- Carol Lunt
VP Publicity- Vaiarla Root
Spadai Evanta- Darin Milton
Soclala.-Scott Shankland
Baat of Amarlca- Amy SImonaan

s

(

S V S»

You're the bast.
Love. Nancy

LAST DAY TO FILE IS MARCH 15
ASI ELECTION FORMS IN UU 217

w

S

I’ll miss you

BE A STUDENT
LEADER IN ASI
Congrats!

s

SS

ZETAS,

SKIT THIS THURS DONT MISS IT!

< ZA *
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Iftopmmates'

Female Roommate needed n share
house with single mom with
Infant.Need quiet and mature
person $250 mo. * It.babysitting
Call W.S41-4828 h.544-0192

NEED FEM ROOMMATE TO SHARE RM
SPR QTR H20 PD., WALK TO POLY &
GREAT ROOMMATES 541-5767 275 NEG
Ow Room Avail Spring Quarter
In Clean Quiet House $250 mo
Great Deal Call dave 545 9379
OWN RM APT NEAR GUS’ CROC FEM
AVL 4/1 - 6/30 H20 INCL $307.50
NEGOT! LORRIE & VICKI 544-2852
OWN ROOM F $265 ♦ DEP W/D MICRO
TRASH, H 20 PD AVAIL 3/21 543-5114
" o w n r o o m W/ OWN ENTRANCE. W/D,
MORE $300/MO CALL NOW 544 4923
OWN ROOM/4BD HOUSE/AVAIL NOW
M CLEAN/RE SPONSIBLE W/D LAGUNA
$265/MO UTIL+DEP 545 8607
ROOM 4 RENT IN
3BDRM HOUSE
CLOSE TO BEACH
& SLO $266 MON.
* $200 DEP

~~

7r2-l6u5

Room4Rent-Own Room or 2 can share
large room in 4Bdrm 2Bath House on
k«rsh St $300mo.H20&TrasKpaid
Pet o k. 545 9517.
Roommate needed
ASAP huge own
room 325 00
•fX util. 542-9092
ROOMMATES NEEDED 187 50 for one
300 00 lor two All the extras
Close to campus Call Matt 549-9921
YOU C A N T LIVE MUCH CLOSER
WE NEED ONE GUY TO SHARE A
ROOM IN OUR SLACK ST. HOUSE
RIGHT ACROSS FROM P O lY i"
CALL NOW- DONT MISS THIS
CHANCE ONLY $215 A MONTHIH
CALL 546^0236

FM TO SHARE CLOSE TO POLY
$2l(Vmo. $100 deposit.
Avail. 3/22 Call 545-0638

Cedar Creek Student Condo
Furnished NEW CARPETING 2BD
2BA POOL WALK TO CAMPUS 1 Yr
LEASE FOR 4 STUDENTS BEGINNING
SEPT 1 $255 PER MO PER STUDENT
965 1775 DEP;1suLAST*SEC.

FM TO SHARE SPRING QTR. UTIL PD.
WSHR4DRYR, CLOSE TO POLY ONLY
$240/MO. CALL TRICIA 542-0955

HOUSE FOR RENT 3 DRM 2 BATH
ON LAGUNA U K E SPACIOUS W/ TWO
CAR GARAGE $120(VMO 545 0129

Fun FM 2 Shr rm in Condo on N
Chorro. Wash/Oryer Avail Spr
Qtr, $200/mo 541-4064

House for rent. 300 Ramona Dr. SLO,
near Poly 3 BFVl bath, nice big back
yard $1000..per mo Students welcome
Days 544-4556.ear1y evens 543-5448

OWN RM FEM LAGUNA CONDO.
W /0 $325/mo. 1/3 util. 549-0751

APPARtNTLS
I YIAS
MtSlHFORWLD.

LRG ROOM FOR RENT 335MO OWN
ROOM OR SHARE
NEGOTIABLE'MURRAY AVE
AVAIL NOW 542-0972
LRQ ROOM FOR RENT / VERY CLOSE
TO POLY ASAP! 786-3778 818-336
3686
OWN ROOM IN HOUSE
$225 543-5266
Restored Victorian hloma
Close to town
Bedroom 2 Bath large Dee
mo.
available 4/1. $120u/n
Cell 841-0316

m

ROOM FOR RENT-lovely Laguna Lk
home, own room or share $315/265
Fern., avail, immed. 1-373-0313

9

Slo house 1274 Reba St 3Bdrm 1
bath stove/Refrig.W/Dryer $850
mo ♦ dep 772-7532, or 549 0665

12
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worried
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wedding?
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Mom
and Dad
p u ttin g pressure
on you?
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From page 3
to 53 years.
Six of the deputies were con
victed Dec. 10 of stealing $48,000
in a 1989 sting operation that
was videotaped by the FBI. The
seventh deputy was convicted of
circumventing bank require
ments to conceal large cash
deposits.
Jurors deadlocked on 26
criminal counts that included ex
tortion. Three deputies were ac
quitted of charges related to the
theft of $527,000.
A federal grand jury originally
indicted the deputies on charges
they stole $1.4 million in cash
seized during drug raids.

Hi

Nowhere to run?
r

well...
d ’ ^ o n 't have a cow!

Invitations,
Envelopes and
entire wedding
ensemPies are
available by...
ca llin g M egan f o r an a p p o in tm e n t a t

543-5939
220 High Street, San Luis Obispo

TRAVELTIME,
THF ONLY ON-CAMPUS
IR A VFL A gFN tT
Round Trip from LAX
1ONDO N...........
F R A N K F U R T -•
iM n io • • • • • • •

TrM/VC^...........a
1VJr\ T C / * * * * * *
HONGKONG• •
T1M
AM
T I •.................
m I 11
• • • • • '.
NEW ZEALAND
AUSTRALIA • • •
COSTA RICA • •
NEW YORK • • •
C H IC A G O ------rtn U • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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From page 1
rapidly escalating pattern of
thefts.
“ We had a trem en d ou s
amount of cases we were trying
to solve,” said Lt. Joe Hazouri,
Investigations Division com 
mander for the SLO Police
Department.
F o rtu n a te ly , 2 2 -y e a r-o ld
David Samson, a San Luis
Obispo resident, helped to point
the police in the right direction.
On March 6, Samson reported
what appeared to him to be a
vehicle burglary in progress on
Garcia Drive. With Samson’s as
sistance, officers were able to lo
cate and arrest Dennis Lee
Laughlin, 21, and a male
juvenile, 15, both from F'resno.
After the arrests, detectives
were called to take over the in
vestigation, and search warrants
were obtained for a number of
Fresno residences.
SLO Police Department detec
tives, assisted by members of the
Fresno Police D epartm ent’s
Southeast Bureau Thctical Team
and Asian Gang Task Force,
were able to arrest four addition
al suspects.
The six suspects were charged
with felonies for stolen property
consisting mostly of stereo com
ponents but also including
cameras, tools, a cellular phone
and a 9mm Smith and Wesson
semiautomatic handgun. The
recovered property is estimated
to be worth $34,787.
Hazouri said although some of
those arrested are affiliated with
a gang, there are far more than

six people involved, and not all of
them are necessarily in a gang.
The investigation indicates
that m ost o f the vehicle
burglaries were committed by
members of a Fresno group
which often traveled to San Luis
Obispo. Members of the same
group are suspected of burglaries
in areas as far away as Stockton
and Sacramento.
“It wasn’t a once-a-weekend
thing. We put together frequency
charts and di.scovered this was
h appe ni ng almost daily,”
Hazouri said. “T hey’d (the
burglars) say, ‘Let’s go play’ and
do it.”
SLO police will check with Cal
Poly to see if any similar crimes
have been committed and if they
are related.
Ray Berrett, a Cal Poly Public
Safety investigator, said campus
police will begin researching the
matter as scx)n as they hear from
the SLO police.
“We have had several vehicle
burglaries here on campus, but
we need to talk to them (ST^O
police) to see if anything matches
up,” Berrett said.
Tb prevent this from happen
ing, Hazouri recommends keep
ing cars locked, saving purchase
receipts and most importantly,
writing down the serial numbers
of any stereo equipment. Without
serial numbers, the chances of
retrieving stolen prop>erty are
quite slim, Hazouri said.
“If anyone has been victimized
and has not reported it, do it,” he
said.

ASI-APPROVED

IN THE U.U.

544-9442

TliinkOfltAs
ASignOf
Respect

You have every right to expect your partner to respect and
protect
iiu p
i u i L L i your
ycm i
health. If you're having sex, be sure you're using a latex
condom every time. For more information,call the AIDS
hotline in Northern California at 1-800-367-2437,
or in Southern California at 1-800-922-2437.

AIDS.

IfeUpTbY>u.
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A public service announcement from the Mustang Daily.
V ic tu a ls & R e d -E y e S e v e n Days A W e e k !

S e r v e d fro m 5 : 0 0 ' pm w h ile th e y la st
MONDAY

THURSDAY

C ov
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

I

.

%

s a n d w ic h

S ilv e r O o ' ' *
FRIDAY

C h ip *

$475

$325

F.McLintocks Saloon • 686 H¡3uera Street • Downtown San Luis Obispo • (805) 541-0686

